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Next Run 2227
6th Sep 2021

Date:

Hare: Baron

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Theme:

Mother
Spring has
Sprung

Run Wotton Reserve, Embelton. South on Beechboro Rd, Right at
Site: Walter Rd, left at Embelton Road, First left through gate to c/p
Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Bravefart & Boof
Upcumming Runs

Run
Date
Hares
2228 13 Sep Shitscraper
M
2229 20 Sep
Ampol
2230 28 Sep WCH3 & Bully

Van Driver

Mullet
Nice Tits
Panels

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with
Contact the On Sec: Donka : hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2226 – Beasley Park
Fishy affair
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

Michty me. Fit a nicht. It’s sic a privledge to be back
with such a caring, thoughtful and friendly bunch
who clearly missed me very much. Can’t imagine why
I stayed up in Broome for winter.
The Run:
Once again, it was cool but dry so well done to
Hardcase’s best mate the RA Cookie for keeping the
rain off. 37 MOH turned up at the now very familiar
Beasley Park to do justice to Arseholeo’s run, Co
Hared by Mental Disorder

Arseholeo steps to the crate and says, “the run is on chalk and paper and there is a walker’s trail splitting off
from the runner’s trail. Now, F*^k off that way”.
Oh, did I mention – NO DRINK STOP. Mmmm, the GM may have a few words to say afterwards about this?
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
The GM CMan stomps onto the crate and immediately calls for Neville Buttfucker. “Who?” asks the pack?
“Arseholeo” says the Boss.
“Arseholeo” he says, “Is it true that you set a run for South Perth last week and included a Drink Stop. “Why
yes” says Arseholeo,” cause they’re my best mates”.
“Take a seat Neville” exclaimed the GM
STIR lurches into the circle and suggests that the GM slows the rhetoric down a touch as he felt that the
OnSec, after his long absence was already showing signs of fatigue and may have difficulty keeping the notes
up to speed. You’ll keep STIR!
Visitors:
None tonight
Returniks:
Donka - up spending time with Rosie
Boxy – Been in quarantine
Halfway – looking for Donka
RooTed – Can’t remember where’s he’s been
General Business:
RooTed steps into the circle on behalf of the Physically impaired who are, by now anxious to sit down. He tells
a story of a man who is looking for centre link benefits but is not sure which category.
After a long and complicated story, the man with a very middle world name, asks Centrelink if his son, who is
his uncle, his stepfather’s son-in-law and his stepmother’s brother fulfill the requirements for receiving
childcare benefits.
MASE jumped in and summarised in a one verse Limerick form – wish we had heard this SHORT version first!
At that, the physically handicapped sat down
Precious told the members that he was taking orders for the Red Hoodies, for those that had missed out on
the original order. Forms need to be filled out which are available from the Van counter.
Shirts from the 2222 run are still available if anyone wishes to purchase one.
Screwdriver steps in and complains that his neck top is giving trouble and is beyond repair. Interhash is
fucked, as is Nash Hash so with nothing more to report, he is going to Tag team with Donka, and go see what
Rosie is up to in Broome.
Don’t worry Screwy, I have a plan to update your neck top with a first-generation computer. Be patient.
West Coast have sent a flyer for their 1000th run on 27th November at Camp Leshenaultia. Registrations are
available now and numbers will be restricted to the first 120 people.
The GM started to prattle on about some run that Baboon and Rocky City were trying to organise, but it
wasn’t making a lot of sense. Hopefully he will have better information for the pack next week.
MASE jumped in and asked what the difference was between a Gynaecologist and a barmaid. The Gyno has to
only look at one C*#t at a time!!

Cookie advised that it was Boof’s burfday last week and was sure Boof was putting on a carton.
Onya Boof
Mullet advised that he had heard that Boof had a sheep called Marty behind his shed. All the neighbours were
complaining cause all they could hear at night was CumMarty, CumMarty
The GM asked Biggles what was happening with the organisation of the Hamersley golf Open. Biggles said
that it was normally Sgt Bilko who organised it who apparently has just undergone surgery replacing valves in
his heart, whom we all wish well. Biggles will investigate organising a date for the Open.
Charges:
The GM calls Cookie out into the circle to investigate further the mystery of the painting of his shoes to the
colour Pink. Cookie advised that he was still looking for the culprit as his lovely wife, spent all week long
scrubbing off the pink colour (as it gave Cookie somewhat of a Fruity look). This enabled him to repaint them,
one Red and the other Yellow.
The GM, thinking he was smarter than everyone, called in Donka accusing him as a co-conspirator and asked
to see the supporting evidence that the writing board had been used as a tool to spray the shoes (he actually
said Donky which will be stored in the annuls of time and possibly resurrected in a few months’ time!) Donka
however had switched boards – so no evidence, forcing the GM to back track and call on the two best friends,
Hardcase and Cookie to share in a down down for wasting everyone’s time.
Unfortunately, Hardcase ferreted around and with glee, found the missing folder in question and presented it
to the GM as damming evidence against Donka. (Thanks Mate). Cookie and Donka shared a DD from the
Yellow Shoe. Hell, welcome home Donka, I am so glad I rushed back!!!!
Precious charged Biggles for failing to secure his ladder to the roof rack of his ute. Result was ladder flying off
the roof into traffic. Biggles tried to mount a defence – failed but was soon comforted by ELF who gave him a
big cuddle!! WHAT THE …. Clearly a lot has changed in my time away and I think a bit of toughening up is in
order!!
Biggles was on a roll and complained that he had to give over a beer token for his down down as he had
forgotten to take along his Hamersley Mug. He then charged Bravefart for using a plastic Hamersley Mug
when he should have used his Grand Master’s mug. Charge reversed as Bravefart had at least shown support
for the club by buying his plastic mug
Donka charged Mullet for making promise of giving Donka a Christmas Island Hash shirt then failing to supply.
This left Donka shirtless and embarrassed at a Broome run as he had relied on the delivery of the shirt.
Motion carried and DD for Mullet
Accolade to Hardcase for doing a sterling job in the short-term absence of yours truly.
WOW:
The RA Cookie steps onto the crate and calls for the resident wanker Arseholeo.
Arseholeo nominated Wimpy for buying a Flash Car, Spending money on a Flash number plate, but failing to
show a Hamersley sticker. This assumption proved to be wrong.
With no other nominations, Arseholeo was asked to pick up his discarded clothes which “low and behold
“revealed a Grand Masters Mug which he had no entitlement to. Guilty as charged and WOW shirt carried
over till next week. (Mmmm set up me thinks, you have my sympathy Arseholeo)

Run Report:
GM C-Man calls on Troppo to give the run report. After some hesitation, he was invited to give the run report
from the ice. Troppo said “it was a brilliant run” and immediately stood up. After gentle persuasion from the
GM, who quietly invited him back on the ice, Troppo sang like a bird. He chirped that their was a little
confusion regards arrows / Hamersley 4’s, some very long FT’s, a FT in the bush that had the pack pecking
around for trail and a 6 ft leap over a fence at the golf course made it a very interesting run. Highlight was
watching Voodoo scrunch his nuts as he attempted to climb the fence. 7 /10 for the run, -7 / 10 for the crabs
resulting in a 7.5 / 10 for the overall effort.
Next Week’s Run: Baron as Hare at Wotton Reserve, Embleton
Next week’s Van driver: Mother as stand in for Mullaway
Hash Lunch:
Tagg : next month’s Hash Lunch will be on Friday 3rd September @ 12.30pm at the Viet Hoa Vietnamese
restaurant 349 William street in Northbridge .
Hares Act
Arseholeo and his coHare Mental Disorder put on a “well-rehearsed” rendition of “Swing Low, Sweet
Chariots”. Well done boys, at least you had a go.

Song:
Yes, a song was sung by someone.
ON ON

C-Man / Donka 42/52

ON ON
International / Interstate

Local

Trinidad & Tobago 2022

West Coast Hash – 1000th Run

29 April – 1 May 2022

27th November 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
Canceled
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

